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SCISSORS
Clean the blades and the pivot area of your JAGUAR scissors with 
a soft cloth.

Good scissor care (daily cleaning and oiling, safe storage) will 
extend the lifespan of your scissors and keep them sharper for 
longer.

If the tension is set correctly, only a minimum amount of pressure is 
needed to close the scissors (cut). For details of how to check and 
set the cutting action of your scissors, please see www.jaguar- 
solingen.en/care-tips.

DISINFECTION 
Disinfection bath: The disinfectant should be mixed in the correct 
concentration, exactly according to the manufacturer’s instructions, 
and then placed in a sufficiently large container with a lid. Then the 
scissors should be opened and placed inside the bath in such a way 
that they are completely covered by the liquid (Remove finger 
ring inserts in advance and clean individually). Put the lid on the 
container to keep the solution from evaporating. The necessary 
disinfection time is counted starting from when the last object is 
placed in the bath. Please see the manufacturer’s instructions for the 
required disinfection time.

Disinfectant residue must always be rinsed off under running water 
to prevent damaging the scissors. After that, use a hair dryer to blow 
dry the scissors. Then apply a drop of JAGUAR Maintenance Oil to 
the pivot area. Wipe the scissors with a soft cloth, spreading any 
remaining oil all around the scissors (including the cutting edges). 
Leave the scissors open to dry. 

These days, it's more important than ever to observe hygiene rules.  
All JAGUAR products can be cleaned according to these rules. As a basic principle,  
only use a disinfectant that has been officially approved against viruses (SARS-CoV-2).

SHARPENING SERVICE
We have the very highest standards for the quality and workmanship 
of our products. Each model requires specific sharpening, as only 
original sharpening can perfect each pair of scissors. Superior 
hairdressing scissors require excellent skill and workmanship in 
repairs and sharpening. 
Visit our website to learn how you can use our sharpening service.

www.jaguar-solingen.com/en/sharpening

TOGETHER, 
WE ARE STRONG

CARE AND DISINFECTION

COATED SCISSORS
These scissors can be disinfected with no problem using 
standard commercially available disinfectants. Simply follow 
the same steps as for all other scissors (see above)

Before cleaning, always be sure to unplug the device 
from the power outlet and make sure the scissors have 
cooled completely. Never immerse the device in water.

The device should only be wiped with a slightly damp cloth soaked 
in soap lotion and then wiped dry with a cloth.
Do not use harsh or corrosive cleaning agents, which could harm 
the plastic coverings.



SERVICE & CARE

HAIR CLIPPERS
To keep your hair clippers running and cutting with optimum per-
formance, daily care is a must. Battery performance is severely 
restricted if there is any residual hair buildup on the clippers.

 � Clean the cutting plate with the cleaning brush.
 � If possible, remove the entire cutting head and clear out any hair 
residue from underneath.

Oiling: The blade head should be oiled daily. Please be sure to use 
only the oil included with your product or a special oil for clippers.

 � 5-drop principle: Angle the clipper slightly and place three 
drops along the cutting plate from the front and one drop on 
each side.

 � To make sure the oil can spread effectively, run the JAGUAR 
clipper for about 20 seconds, allowing excess oil to drip onto 
a towel.

 

DISINFECTION
Spray disinfecting spray onto the cutting plates from a very close 
distance. Leave on for a certain amount of time according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions and wipe off with a soft cloth.
Alternatively, the frontal area of the cutting plate (only the area with 
the teeth!) can be held in a disinfectant solution for a brief time. 
Then wipe off with a soft cloth (neutralize) and dry.
 

Never spray a clipper with disinfectant spray or immerse 
it in a disinfectant solution. The cutting head should 
also never be placed fully in a disinfectant bath. The 
eccentric connector and plastic mechanics have been 

coated with a permanent lubricant that would be removed if this 
item were immersed.

STRAIGHTENING IRONS / CURLERS
Clean the plates with a slightly damp cloth and wipe off with a 
disinfectant solution listed by the Association for Applied Hygiene 
(VAH). Disinfect the housing with a slightly damp cloth soaked in 
soap lotion and then wipe with a dry cloth.

HAIRDRYERS
Carefully remove all residual hair from the air filter grille. Free move-
ment of air must be ensured. If the air filter is blocked, the heating 
can overheat and burn through. 
Disinfect the housing of the hair dryer with a slightly damp cloth 
soaked in grease-dissolving household cleaner and then wipe with 
a dry cloth.

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
Always be sure to interrupt the supply of electricity by 
unplugging the JAGUAR electrical appliance from the 
power outlet before cleaning. Be sure the device has 

cooled off.
Never spray an electrical appliance with disinfectant spray or 
immerse it in a disinfectant solution. Absolutely no disinfectant 
solution can be allowed to penetrate the inside of hair dryers or 
straightening irons, as this can create a risk of fire or electric shock.
For information on cleaning your electrical appliance, please see 
the care instructions that came with your device.

HAIRBRUSH / COMB / HAIR CLIPS
Remove hair and dandruff flakes from brushes and combs (for 
example with a brush cleaner). Then use a soap solution or a bit of 
shampoo to clean, rinse in clean water and dry.
(Symbol ACHTUNG) 

Brushes with natural bristles, rubber cushions or wooden 
handles can be damaged by disinfection baths. For faster 
disinfection, spray disinfectant onto the brush and comb 
and leave on for a certain amount of time according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions.
Disinfectant residue must always be rinsed off under running water to 
prevent damaging these products. Wipe the brushes and combs with 
a soft cloth and allow to dry. 

RAZOR
Use a soft cloth to remove hair from the hair shaper.
Razor blades should be changed and disposed of after every 
treatment. 

The hair shapers can be placed in a disinfection bath to 
disinfect. (Also see disinfection bath instructions for scissors.)


